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had to break my heart because I was what Mariana called " a
parasite, utterly unable to do anything/1 whilst hundreds of
pounds were spent on clothes for me and non-essentials, that
might have been spent on teaching me to be independent. I
was full of resentment and regret for the loss that never could
be retrieved.
Kameneff once told me that revolutionaries were of two kinds,
the intellectual and the emotional. The former consolidated
the revolution, the latter were undependable; one never
knew when they might change. Of such, he said, was 11 It
was hardly a compliment, but it was true. There was no
logic in me, only a passionate resentment and an emotional
uplift
I wanted to remain in Russia to help in reconstruction.
Russia satisfied my pacificism. If for no other reason I would
have liked to educate my children there. I was convinced
(and am still convinced) that although new Russia may subter-
raneanly try to promote conflicts and uprisings in other
nations, she will never enter upon aggressive military warfare.
The Red Army is for defence. Experience has proved the
necessity of maintaining that defence, but every Red Russian
soldier and every relative of that soldier knew, and knows,
that they would never be sent to sustain a cause outside their
country.
The horror and dread of war has filled my heart ever since
Dick was born. What if he should be taken one day, taken
for cannon food or labelled a coward ? What if worse than
death befell him ? Blindness, gas poisoning, defacement ?
How must I submit to this ? The possibility of losing Dick
was a nightmare that recurred at intervals. Whenever I
heard the sound of marching soldiers I thought of Dick, and
of Wilfred too, who had been so miserably duped, who had
given his life in the vain belief that it was the last war—
** the war to end war/*
If living in a Socialist workers' republic would save Dick's
life, then unhesitatingly we would live in it. Rather than
waste energy ixi trying ta enforce conditions upon our own
country whose majority did not cry out for them, we would go
to live where the conditions existed that suited us.

